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Industry

Room

Arts &
Entertainment

203

Teacher
Hedstrom

Law

110

Tkach

Define products for the aerospace & defense market, profit & loss ownership for segment.
Xilinx
Technology
Leads the New College Graduate hiring program. Facilitates customer and seminar
presentations. Manages various teams.
Carpenters
Carpenters
Travels to various high schools and colleges to present information about Apprenticeship
Construction
Training
Apprenticeship
in various trades (Carpenters, Acoustical Installers, Drywall/Lathers, Hardwood). Recruiter
Committee for
Coordinator
for the Carpenter Training Committee for Northern California. Teaches people the process No. California
to becoming a Journeyman.
CEO (Software Jumio is the way that people establish trust online. People scan in their ID and take a
Jumio
Technology
Company)
selfie and we verify their identity. I am the CEO and run everything from sales, marketing,
engineering, finance, and HR with our 3,000 person team.
Chief Information Mr. Duff Leads an enterprise cybersecurity program at Stanford, protecting the
Stanford
Technology
Security Officer organization's systems, data, and members from hackers, criminals, and foreign
University
intelligence agencies. He helps detect and respond to intrusions. He recruits, inspires,
and develops cybersecurity talent while meaningfully addressing one of the greatest
challenges of our time.
Clinical
Prepare medications through sterile compounding technique, guide physicians in
Stanford
Health
Pharmacist
medication therapy selection, review medications for standard hospital use, attend code
Health Care
Services
blue emergencies in the hospital
SC County and Public Safety
Coroner
Investigate circumstances surrounding a death with information from law enforcement,
LA County
Investigator
family, and friends. Collect evidence and personal property, notify next of kin and examine
Medical Examinerthe body to assist in determining the cause of death
Coroners Offices

6232

Loo

804

Johnson

916

Canton

6221

Stevens

202

Chen

504

Hannigan

Corporate
Paralegal

Legal

915

Schaetzke

Marketing

815

Cunningham

Job Title
Artist (digital
media)
Attorney

Job Description/Duties
In the Entrainment/Arts industry, Ms. Mondol composes and coreographes music and
dance videos for further instruction. She utilizes social media such as Youtube and
Instagram
A patent attorney is an attorney who has the specialized qualifications necessary for
representing clients in obtaining patents and acting in all matters and procedures relating
to patent law and practice, such as filing an opposition. The term is used differently in
different countries, and thus may or may not require the same legal qualifications as a
general legal practitioner.

Company
Youtube,
Instagram
LegalForce
RAPC

Business Unit
Director

Creative
Director/Design
Manager

As a corporate paralegal I maintain a company’s minute book and capitalization table, aid
Orrick,
in the successful close of financings and related compliance filings, work on mergers and Herrington &
acquisitions, and work directly with founders to help maintain the corporate legal health of Sutcliffe LLP
their companies.
Graphic designers create original digital and print media. Communicate with clients to
FineLine
evaluate their design needs. Develop brands and identities for companies and individuals. Graphics &
Create new designs that family with a company's current brand identity.
Design
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Job Title
Deputy Sheriff

Job Description/Duties
Enforces law and order in rural or unincorporated districts or serve legal processes of
courts. May patrol courthouse, guard court or grand jury, or escort defendants. Oversee
different aspects of law enforcement and public safety such as: SWAT team, bomb squad,
dive team, K9 units, air support/ helicopter, traffic units, investigations (homicide, sexual
assaults, property crimes.)
Director of
Design mechanical objects, calibrate and operate 3D printers, create digital 3D models,
Engineering
assemble prototypes, consult with clients. Evan studied Mechanical Engineering at MIT
and earned his Master's Degee in ME at Stanford.
Director, Office of The Director works as part of County Administration to ensure that all County policies,
Women's Policy programming, and planning include a gender lens in order to ensure that Santa Clara
County is a place where women, girls, and gender expansive women and girls are set up
to thrive and succeed. The office ensures that policy decision making, leadership, and
governance are inclusive of the gender lens.
Dog Trainer
Dog trainers train and/or rehabilitate dogs. They can train police and rescue dogs, service
dogs, do agility and obedience training, work with the dogs with behavioral problems, and
even work in TV and movies.
Doula/Childbirth Teaches classes that prepare people to have babies. Also educates families how to
Educator
understand the process of birth, get ready for the experience, and the practical
information of birth.
Educational
As an educational psychologist in private practice, I teach compassion based emotional
Psychologist
regulation to individuals (children, teens, and adults) and groups (families, classes, teams,
and companies) to maximize human potential and have more fun. The work is data
driven, meaning, I research what works well for whom and teach clients how to practice
specific techniques to navigate relationships, parentin, communication struggles, anxiety,
depression, ADHD, autism, and social skills/communication challenges.
Engineering
As a graduate from Cal Poly with a degree in Mechanical Engineering, Ms. Sullivan works
Supervisor
on all phases of a project. Project engineers in the construction industry estimate projects,
design systems, and assist project managers. On the mechanical side, project engineers
work on heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems. Mechanical, electrical,
and plumbing designers and contractors work closely with one another to complete
projects.
Events &
Operations Managers ensure proper staffing and scheduling for events. Work closely with
Catering
the kitchen to build custom menus and assist with expediting orders. Ensure the
Operations
department is operating efficiently and has all the tools to succeed. Event & Catering
Manager
operations managers handle all the details in executing of events & catering of all sizes.
Executive
Provide high-level administrative support to CEO and COO that includes streamlining
Administrator
meetings and calendars, organizing all agency events, and being the voice and face
representing the executives and company.

Company
Industry Room
Santa Clara Public Safety 105
County
Sheriff

Teacher
C. Stavis

RYT
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
LLC

407

Jia

County of
Government
Santa Clara Public Policy

509

Slowikowski

Feathers &
Fur

Animal
Services

Wagon
Wheel

Bui

Silicon Valley
Doulas

Health
Services

310

DeKoning

Selfemployed

Health and
Education

6227

Hooper

Air Systems, Construction
Inc.

722

Filice

Bon Appetit
@ LinkedIn

Hospitality /
Food &
Beverage

6211

Robison

Fresh
Lifelines for
Youth

Nonprofit,
youth

911

Lou
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Job Title
Expert in
Environmental
Careers
FBI Special
Agent

Job Description/Duties
Teaches Environmental Studies college courses; Water, Energy, Waste, Population,
Globalization, Trade. Also, determines location and services of recycling services.
Counter terrorism; Works to protect against and prevent threats against the United States
by terrorist groups and individuals.

Film/Video Game Compose the music for the film or game. Mix and master the tracks. Record live
Composer
musicians. Create sound fx for video games. Create adaptive audio and music for video
games.
Firefighter
Firefighter engineers respond to major fire incidents (Camp Fire), respond to local fire
incidents, operate the engine or ladder truck, respond to medical calls and assist in
medical care, respond to hazardous material incidents, respond to active shooter
incidents
FPGA Design
Mr. Liu is an FPGA Design Engineer at a medical device company. FPGA Design
Engineer, Dance Engineers design computer chips that are used in computers, cell phones, and large
Teacher
systems. They map the inputs and outputs of a computer to memory. He is also a dance
teacher and teaches weekly hip hop classes at a studio in San Jose. He choreographs
routines and teaches it to his students

Company
San Jose
State Univ.

Room

501

Federal
Public Safety 106 /
Bureau of
107
Investigations

N/A
(Freelance)

Entertainment

115

Santa Clara Public Safety 102
County Fire
Department

Teacher
Ujifusa

Smith /
Hazeghi
Coleman

K. Morgan

RefleXion
Medical, On
One Studios

Medical
Device,
Dance

721

Choe

Sunnyvale
School
District

Elementary
Education

6217

S. Morse

Insurance

405

Jaehnig

Journalism

316

Jacob

Home and
Garden

6126

Heskett

Instructional
Coach for
Teachers (former
elemenatry
school teacher)

Support teachers in development of classroom management plans and lesson plans to
promote student learning. Facilitate professional development to grow teachers'
instructional practice. Provide teachers feedback as to how improve their instruction.
Collaborate with teachers around using new curriculum and ideas to support student
growth.

Insurance
Commission
Sales Manager
Journalist

The duties of a District General Agent are to recruit, hire, and train all agents for a region. Colonial Life
As an Insurance Manager, you attain your insurance license through the Department of
Insurance/State of California and have continued education to maintain your license.
Journalists report the news: they research and write articles or take photographs for
Stanford
newspapers or websites. Some journalists shoot video or record audio for broadcast news University
organizations. Journalists can use new forms of storytelling, such as VR or AR to put the
viewer in the scene. Journalists can work in local news, or work overseas as foreign
correspondents. Some journalists are on-air talent, working in television or radio.
Landscape designers have a broad knowledge base in botany, soil, irrigation,
Water
environmental sustainability and other subjects. They interact with clients, conduct
Efficient
research, create beautiful landscape designs that are environmentally friendly, and
Garden
provide consultation to contractors. Startup founders come up and filter ideas, build a
team, develop products, start and grow sales, and run campaigns on social media and
other channels.

Landscape
Designer and
startup founder

Industry
Environmental
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Job Title
Lieutenant
Colonel

Job Description/Duties
Company
LTC Clark has been a member of the California National Guard for the last 27 years. He
Army
has been assigned to Infantry, Armory and Military Intelligence unit as an intelligence
National
officer.
Guard
Mammography Mammograph Radiographic specialists handle sophisticated X-ray imaging equipment
Stanford
Manager
used to determine breast health. As a manager, Ms. Strain oversees imaging, quality
Health Care
improvement, patient experience, conflict resolution, business operations, and new site
activations.
Christian
Marriage &
Psychotherapy with adults, children, adolescents, & couples, Psycho-education
Counseling
Family Therapist (Education about mental health topics), Skills training (teaching clients new skills related
Center
to their mental health.
Math Teacher,
Teachers design and present lessons on required and optional content, motivate students
Cupertino
High School
to learn, and assess student achievement of specific learning goals. Teachers also work
High School
together with colleagues, administrators and parents to orchestrate interventions for
struggling students.
Mechanical
As a Mechanical Engineer at Apple, Mr. Tziviskos designs plugs and connector ports for
Apple, Inc.
Engineer
the iPhone, iPad and Mac. Mr. Tziviskos earned his Master's Degree in Mechanical
Engineering from the National Technical University of Athens.
Peace Corps
Volunteered in the developing world for 2+ years in education, health, business,
United States
Volunteer
agriculture, etc. Assessed the needs of the population and environment. Responded and Peace Corps
fulfill those needs, and empower host country nationals to sustain that work. Represented
America in cultivating congenial relationships with people living in the developing world.
Physical
Therapist

Physical therapists help people with physical injuries or illnesses to regain range of
Cupertino
movement and control their pain. They help determine the root causes of the trauma,
Physical
counsel patients, and work with them to create a plan for rehabilitation.
Therapy
Physician
Family physicians treat patients for acute illness, manage chronic illness, coordinate
Palo Alto
multiple specialists, pre-natal care/pediatrics/teens/adults/geriatrics. Dr. Leung went to
Medical
medical school at the University of Kansas. She completed both her residency and
Foundation
internship at UCLA Medical Center.
Preschool
Preschool administrators fulfill the non-instructional functions of operating a school in
Woodhaven
Administrator
support of the staff, students, and families. Manage student lottery and registration,
Preschool
(Executive
enrollment, and tuition billing. Coordinate on-going and annual facility maintenance.
Assistant)
Update school website and social media, and communicate regularly with families in
person, in writing, and via our school management app.
Product Manager Product managers are the business 'owners' of a given product. They define priorities and
Oyster
make key decisions about how the product should function and how the product supports
Financial
the strategic goals of the company. Product managers work closely with other functional
(Stealth
stakeholders in the company such as marketing, research, legal, customer support,
startup)
finance and others to ensure ultimately that the product is successful in the market.

Industry
Military

Room

104

Health Care 7102

Teacher
N. Merrick

Kuehn

Health Care

213

Ray

Education

412

Roberts

Technology

404

Keller

International
Relations

309

Soto

Health
Services

205

Gonzalez

Health Care

204

LiquiganPador

Education

6116

Hodges

Consumer
Finance /
Banking

208

Purse
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Job Title
Production
Designer

Job Description/Duties
Working in theater and television as a Production Designer, Mr. Card will be part of an
entertainment career panel in the Black Box

Professor

Mr. Nagarajan is a Professor in Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering at the University
of California, San Francisco. He conducts research in brain imaging. His research
interests are in speech motor control and adult human brain plasticity where he develops
and applies machine learning algorithms for multiple modalities of brain imaging.

Company
Berkeley
Repertory
Theatre
UCSF

Psychiatric Social The primary goal of the psychiatric social worker is to create a supportive atmosphere that Momentum
Worker
enhances the quality of life of the mentally ill and their families. Duties include facilitating
for Mental
groups and providing psychotherapy for individuals and their families, providing crisis
Health
intervention, and developing treatment plans.
Registered Nurse Assess patient health problems and needs, develop and implement nursing care plans,
Stanford
and maintain medical records. Specializes in cardiothoracic surgery and transplant.
Healthcare
Research and
Coordinate and give directions to team for developing electronic circuits which would be
Synopsys
Development
part of larger systems like mobile, PCs. Involves technical and project management.
Director
Senior Director Bhupendra Jain is Sr. Director engineering at eBay. He is responsible for the engineering
eBay Inc
Engineering
of many touch points of seller experiences. He provides leadership to the team of
engineers to build one of the largest selling platforms in the world.
Senior
Ms. Qureishi utlizes her math and economics background in her job working for the
Office of
Management
County. She analyzes data of homeless individuals and families in Santa Clara County,
Supportive
Analyst
monitors performance of programs that serve homeless clients (supportive housing,
Housing,
emergency shelter, homelessness prevention, etc.), produces reports for funders that
Santa Clara
track progress of housing capacity, utilization and performance. Their mission is to house
County
the homeless and prevent homelessness in the county.
Senior Software As a software engineer, Mr. Hwang writes test framework, writes automation test cases,
Splunk
Engineer
reads code / debugs product bugs, mentors junior engineers, and develops system tests.
Senior Software Ms. Cassidy manages multiple software engineering teams at Apple. Her teams build
Apple Inc.
Engineering
stations to calibrate and test displays for Mac, iPhone, iPad. They also work on fingerprint
Manager
sensor, camera, touch, etc. using interface between hardware and software.
Senior User
User experience researchers observe people while they use products or services or just
Google
Experience
go about their daily life. They interview people in their homes, in stores, or at their jobs.
Researcher
They conduct surveys, design and run usability tests, and analyze and report on research
findings. They collaborate with designers, engineers and product managers to understand
what the challenging product questions are. All of this is done to help companies innovate
and create new products or improve existing products.

Industry

Room

Theatre, Film
and Television

903
(Black
box)
7101

Research
and
Education

Teacher
Conrad

Mockler

Behavioral
Health

211

Masuda

Health
Services
Technology

506

Steemers

6205

Yeh

Technology

215

Cryan

Government 6115
(County)

Fan

Technology

6228

Jacobs

Technology

503

Cheung

Technology

6111

Aggoun
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Company
Industry Room
Sheet Metal Construction 6127
Workers
and Energy
Local 104 Management
and Bay Area for HVAC
Industry
Training Fund

Job Title
Sheet Metal
Apprenticeship
Outreach
Coordinator

Job Description/Duties
Sheet metal workers are responsible for installing and sometimes fabricating thin metal
sheets used in a variety of applications. They have daily duties such as fastening metal
seams, welding, bolting, creating supportive frameworks, taking measurements and
maneuvering material around. As an Apprentice Outreach Coordinator, Mr. Funcke
teaches courses, develops curriculum, does outreach into the community and helps
apprentices with training issues.

Software
Architect
(Engineer)
Software
Engineer

A software architect is a software developer expert who makes high-level design choices
Teradata
Technology
and tries to enforce technical standards, including software coding standards, tools, and
platforms.
As a Software Engineer, Mr. Kwan writes, designs, and verifies code that instructs
Varian
Technology
machines to perform mundane to life saving tasks. He also writes documentation to
Medical
describe how the code is suppose to work.
Systems
Liaise with other professionals to design solution architecture for businesses and clients.
SuperMicro Technology
Ensure compliance to solution architectural design in the implementation of projects.
Computer
Provide training and reference architecture to the sales team
Inc.
Test the quality of HPC CUDA software for applications such as Artificial Intelligence,
Nvidia
Technology
Deep Learning, Cloud and Data Centers , medical image processing, and more. Test
integration of in-house and 3rd party application software with the CUDA software and on
different GPU hardware and systems.
Conducts felony criminal investigations for the Dept of the Navy. Interviews witnesses and NCIS - Naval Public Safety
Criminal
conducts suspect interrogations; process crime scene examinations; conduct surveillance;
Investigative
testify in State, Federal and Military Courts Martials.

Software
Engineer
Software QA
Engineer
Special Agent,
NCIS

Teacher
Santos

6121

Chan

6201

Ward /
Roush

912

Gopal

312

Ferrante

Library

Boyle

6216

W. Morse

Service

Superior Court
Judge
System
Administrator
Systems
Engineer

Preside over all levels of state court cases. Preside over felony criminal trials. Currently
Santa Clara
preside over all criminal matters involving juveniles (under 18). Legal background as
County
attorney includes criminal practice (district attorney) and civil law (law firm). Rule on
Superior
evidence, oversee trials, determine sentences, ensure fairness to all in court.
Court
The Information Services administrator provides a full range of technical support services
City of
to install, configure, maintain, and repair all information systems for the City; including
Morgan Hill
hardware and software related to PC workstations, wired and wireless networks, file
servers, and related equipment.
Systems Engineers work with customers to define the scope, goals, budget and
Lockheed
requirements of for a project. They have different roles during the lifecycle of a program:
Martin
requirement definition, design, development, verification, fielding the product and planning
for disposal/end of project. They need both technical knowledge and excellent
communication skills to be successful. They work with many other types of engineers
while serving as the interface to the customer.

Justice

Government 6120

Aerospace

314

Davis

Townsend
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Job Title
Teacher (English
Language
overseas)

Job Description/Duties
Company
Teach English as a second language to students in Japan. Be a representative in teaching JET Program
Japanese students about American English language and culture. Provide students with
USA
opportunities for practicing their conversational English skills. Create lessons that will
allow students to practice their conversational English with each other.
Technical
Deb Berard manages all aspects of Salesforce Technical Program Management for Roku,
Roku
Program
a firm based in Silicon Valley that manufactures a variety of digital media players that
Manager
allow customers to access Internet streamed video or audio services through televisions.
Ms. Berard has three decades of experience working in High Tech.
Technical Writer Technical writers prepare instruction manuals, journal articles, and other supporting
Google Inc
documents to communicate complex and technical information more easily. They also
develop, gather, and disseminate technical information among customers, designers, and
manufacturers. Working for Google, Ms. Chakravorty tracks new products or software
being developed by the engineering team and needs to understand how and why the user
will use the product by coordinating with Marketing and Engineering teams.
Technology Sales Work with sales team in understanding both technical and business development
Telefonica
Consultant
milestones for accounts. Work with clients in consulting other companies in picking
technologies and building how this will work and scale. Choose partners and protocols to
help accounts realize their technological needs. Work closely with product management,
sales representatives, and management in achieving company revenue goals. Mr. Plat is
a Cupertino alumni!
Thermal
Engineer

Veterinarian

Video Producer

Visual artist/ Art
Gallery Director

As a thermal engineer, Ms. Adams designs cooling solutions for electronics equipment. It
Cisco
is a field within mechanical engineering. She works in the hardware group and uses
Systems
computational fluid dynamics software to perform fluid flow and heat transfer calculations.
She ensures that all the equipment runs within a certain temperature and has good
reliability.
Veterinarians look after the health and well-being of animals. They diagnose, treat and
Reed Animal
help prevent disease and injury in animals. Most vets concentrate on at least one field
Hospital
such as small animals, horses, or livestock. Many also focus on special interests within
these fields, such as surgery, medicine and dentistry.
As a Video Producer, Mr. Mallari develops brand content by pitching ideas, developing
Nyoo Media
concepts, producing online content and contributing to commercial spots. He manages
the caputure and editing of video footage to monitor consistency. He coordinates shots
according to production schedules, weather and lighting considtions, and available
equipment. He collaborates and coordinates with producers, designers,
cinematographers, talent and art specialists to facilitate multimedia production.
As an artist I create work that is sold in galleries. As a gallery director I curate shows and
sell work by other artists. I will be speaking on both ends of the business.

Visual Artist/ Art
Gallery Director

Industry Room Teacher
International 109 Santa Cruz
Education

Arts, Media & 6222
Entertainment

Software /
Writing

723

Business
7203
development

Padgett

McLeod

Platt

Technology

6206

Fitzpatrick

Animal
Services

7103

Goldenkranz

Media
903
Production (Black
box)

Arts &
Entertainment

810

Conrad

Vadeboncoeur
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Job Description/Duties
Company
Industry Room
Working in Product Management / Development in a high-tech software company, Mr.
Oracle
Technology 7202
Khosla creates software products that customers will buy to solve problems in their
personal lives or business. The software can be web-based or mobile apps. In order to do
this, they work together in teams of product managers, software engineers, and product
designers.
VP, Acquisitions Mr. Agarwal is a leader and manager with expertise in Intellectual Property (IP)
Xperi
Technology 7201
and Business
management within the consulting and R&D environments. His work entails Intellectual
Intellectual
Development
Property management, Patent Acquisition, and Patent Monetization.
Property
Avantplanners
Wedding Planner Wedding planners help build the wedding agenda, including the ceremony, décor,
Hospitality
116
reception, entertainment and more to create a unique experience.
Writer and Editor Authors write works of fiction to entertain readers. They do research for their characters
Trowbridge
Art and
308
and fiction to be as realistic as possible. Authors use their imaginations in creating stories
Ross
literature
and books for readers of all ages.
Writer, Director, Rajiv wrote and co-produced the feature film RUN THE TIDE starring Taylor Lautner &
SAG-AFTRA,
Film &
903
Actor
Constance Zimmer. As a SAG-AFTRA & Actors Equity Assoc. actor Rajiv has performed
AEA
Theater
(Black
in feature films, theater, and national commercial campaigns for companies such as Visa,
box)
Dodge as well as others. Also an educator Rajiv has taught with Youth Cinema Project,
founded by Oscar nominated actor Edward James Olmos. He’s been a guest speaker at
UC Berkeley as well as taught acting to preschoolers.
Job Title
VP Product
Management

Teacher
Mitchell

D. Stavis

PhelpsMcQuaid
Boyd

Conrad
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